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Speech hy the Right Hon. C.R. Attlee, M.P. Deputy

Prime Minister and Secretary of State for Dominion

Affairs, at the opening of Warship Week at Stepney

today.

It gives me great pleasure to be here to open Stepney*s Warship week*

It is the first tine that I have taken part in one of these ceremonies* I

am glad that I should he doing it in the "borough with which I have "been

so closely connected for thirty-six years and which is itself so intimately

connected with the sea.

For it is to my mind one of the features of Warship week that we should

think of the sea and all that at means to us as a nation, and of the men who

go down to the sea in ships whether in the Royal or the Merchant Navies, the

men who stand "between us and our enemies ,
the non who protect us not only from

our armed enemies hut from hunger and starvation*

It is not likely that any of us in this borough will over forget what v/o

owe to the Navy, for East London for centuries has heen the homo of seafaring

men* We are reminded of the sea and of ships at every turn. Only a few

hundred yards from here is 'che house 'where Captain Cook lived, who sailed

those seas where wo arc now contending against the Japanese, In Ratcliffe

and Limehouse many a tall ship was huilt in Lhe days of sail.

I was reading last night a famous essay on seapower in which England was

hidden to look tocher moat'. In that essay the typical sailors were described

as the men of happing. When 1 used to live in Narrow Limehouse I

used to love to watch, the ships and barges coming up the Thames, My friends,
we as a nation have lived by the sea for many centuries* Behind that moat,
the sea guarded by our Navy, we have built up our liberties. We have worked

out our democratic system of Government free from fear of foreign invasion.

Today our way of life is threatened. Our liberties are in danger. The lives

of us all are in danger. We face enemies more brutal and cruel than we. have

faced since the dark ages.

You have all read of what the Germans have done in Poland and elsewhere

on the Continent, You have read of the filt.'y barbarities of the Japanese

in Hong Kong ,
For centuries while other countries have suffered invasions we',

thanks to our island position and to our ships and men, have been secure.

It is well to remember these things. Our moat is not what it was, wo

can look round and see what the enemy have done to the homes of our poopHc
in the vain end empty hope of breaking tno spirit of the people of East London,

Today in our operations hy sea we must combo no air power and sea power. The

conditions in which our Navy must work today are harder than in the days of our

forefathers but the spirit of our people is as firm end resolved as over.

I want you to consider for a little this afternoon
, just what our Navy

has achieved, because I doubt whether it is realised by everyone. Achievement

must be measured by the magnitude of the task undertaken* Alien the war broke

out our Navy with that of France had the mastery of the sea. Then France fell,

Italy joined our enemies end the margin of our superiority was greatly

diminished, while our task was far greater* Ac had non not only to keep the

narrow seas and protect the Trade routes whereby the ships came bringing us

food and supplies all over the world, Ac had to keep open the Mediterranean*

We had to supply Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt and the Middle East with men end

munitions *

• T.’e had to fight another Fleet in the Mediterranean, Longer routes had

to he taken as dangers threatened* The submarine and the Fokker Wolf

multiplied and increased their attacks
r

After the Battle of Britain came the battle of the Atlantic, That battle

still rages ceaselessly. But ceaselessly from all over the world the food,
materials r.nd arms that we need come .to These islands., Despite all rationing
troubles we are still well fed. Ceaselessly our transports and cargoes go

out to for distant theatres of war* Our merchant seamen despite attack from

sea and air go out again and again.
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Those, mon are in this war fighting in the front line and shelving the

highest courage and conduct* The nation owes them an immense debt of

gratitude*

Everywhere the men of the Navy in groat and little ships protect the

convoys and hunt the U-Boat, My friends this is a great achievement• Now

and again we are heartened by brilliant victories, the battle of Matapan and

the destruction of the Bismarck, Sometimes we suffer grievous losses, be

are elated or depressed, be want to keep our minds steadily on the great

achievements. If you had" risked me in August 194O whether in March 1942 we

should still bo holding Gibraltar, Malta and Egypt I cou}.d not have given you

a. very confident Yes, Indeed the majority of people outside our Empire thought

that we were beaten.

Now in these last months yet another enemy has assa.iled us - Japan. Here

is another straJn on our Navy, True it is, and we rejoice at it, that wo have

with us the United States, but it was impossible v/ith all the forces against us

to bo strong enough to hold all our outlying possessions in the Far East, Yet

to-day we are able thanks to the Navy to send out reinforcements to India, and

to keep the ways open between ourselves and the Dominions and the United States,

Y/hen we think of Warship week don’t lot us forget the men who build our

warships and our merchant ships* I tell you, speaking with knowledge, that they
have done and/ASing a great work. The vast majority of them are giving of

their best as indeed are all the men and women in this na.tion, I wish some

people could find other work to do than making sweeping accusations against the

men who are doing vital work for the nation.

No here won’t forget either the men who load and unload the ships at our

ports and docks. 1 watch closely the figures of the turn-round of ships and

I know what a great work has been done there. It’s better for all of us to

try to do our own jobs well rather than look for faults inothers.

As you know, I am Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, I am in daily
contact with what is being done in this fight by our brothers and sisters

across the seas, Our great Commonwealth is not separated by the sea but

united by the sea so long as our Navy keeps the sea-routes open.

Y7e landsmen have our part to pl&y in this battle of the seven seas. In

this great effort in which Stepney is joining to raise a. great sum of money on

war savings we are playing our part in the war, Y.r e core helping to provide
the necessary funds, but we are doing something else. If in saving we deny
ourselves goods; if we abstain from taking*from the common stock anything that

wo do not really need, we are helping the Navy in its work*

How is that? So much of our food and raw materials has to come from

overseas, to be carried in our limited merchant Fleet that has to supply not

only us but our troops fighting all over the world, yes and our allies in Russia,
All those ships must be guarded by the Navy, The smaller our demand, the more

space there is for essentials, the more shipping is available for use in

carrying troops end arms for service against the enemy.

MR, MAYOR, I wish all success to your efforts, I know Stepney won’t
fail to do its part. The men and women of East London showed in the Blitz

that they were second to none in courage, I know that they will equally show
their spirit of self sacrifice and generosity in Warship Week, One word more,
I have spoken to you of ships and men# Remember always th%t it is the spirit
which animates the men which makes those ships and men effective.

Let us in Warship week dedicate ourselves again to the cause for which wo

flight, the Freedom of the human spirit.

DOMINIONS OFFICE.
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